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Abstract
Background: Problematic internet use, internet addiction, and Fear of Missing Out (FoMO) levels are tremendously rising at the moment, while abundant studies reported the high 
prevalence of Internet Addiction among adolescents; only a few studies investigated their prevalence among adults with anxiety disorders and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. The 
objective of this exploratory research was to evaluate the levels of internet addiction and FoMO among patients with anxiety disorders and obsessive-compulsive disorder and to 
investigate the association between internet addiction and FoMO in both disorders.

Methods: Forty patients with anxiety disorders and, OCD and 40 matched controls were assessed by Internet Addiction Test (IAT), FoMO scale, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale 
(HAM-A), and Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS).

Results: Internet addiction test mean scores were rather comparable between groups with no statistically significant difference (p=0.793). FoMO mean scores were significantly 
higher in the anxiety disorders group (p=0.017). There was a positive significant correlation between IAT and FoMO in both anxiety disorders and OCD subgroups (p=0.0001, p=0.037) 
respectively. Internet addiction and FoMO showed a significant positive correlation in both subgroups which were also more significant in anxiety disorders (p=0.0001).

Conclusion: Unexpectedly Internet Addiction showed rather similar levels between groups. FoMO severity was high, particularly in anxiety disorders. Additionally, Internet addiction 
and FoMO were positively correlated in anxiety disorders and OCD.
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Introduction
Internet Addiction (IA) can be defined as a lack of control in the use of 

the Internet, in such a way that it impacts the personal life of the user [1]. 
Yet the term Internet addiction” has been criticized for being too unspecific 
in terms of content. Consequently, some scholars have suggested content-
related addiction subtypes such as cybersexual addiction, social media 
addiction etc. [2].

Internet addiction is manifested in compulsive use of social networks, 
online shopping, games, etc, and a maladaptive usage of the net. This 
problem is difficult to address and has a risk of relapse, It is characterized 
by the appearance of withdrawal syndrome, a negative impact on the family 
environment, and an increasing desire of having more advanced software 
[3,4]. 

Over and above internet Addiction produces countless negative effects 
on the users' psychological well-being, this was manifested overtly during 
the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdowns, the reporting rate of IA in young 
adults was found to be 28.1% [5].

Additionally, a substantial amount of research studies indicates that IA 
is strongly linked with an increased risk of self-harm. Moreover, an online 
survey held by Ozinci et al. revealed that individuals with IA had high rates 
of mental illness morbidity (65%), suicide ideation (47%), a lifetime of 
suicide attempts (23.1%), and suicide attempts in a year (5.1%) [6].

Internet addiction and problematic internet use were severe among 
patients with anxiety disorders. Socially anxious people are characterized 
by their immense fear of negative evaluation. Therefore, in social anxiety, 

virtual communication may become more appealing than face-to-face 
interaction. In a prospective study in Taiwan, the incidence of social phobia 
was found to predict the occurrence of internet addiction [7]. 

A high prevalence of IA in young individuals was reported in multiple 
studies [8,9], the younger generation in this modern era uses the computer 
at school or work more often compared to the older generations, which 
is linked to the high prevalence of IA in the younger age group. A recent 
systematic review showed that there is an increase in IA in the new 
generations, with other variables playing a relevant role, such as an 
increase in individualism, lower sociability, and enculturation [9].

Fear of Missing Out (FoMO) refers to individuals’ apprehension 
or concerns about missing or being absent or disconnected from an 
experience that others (i.e., peers, friends, family) might receive or enjoy 
and is highlighted as a key driver of the younger generation’s social media 
use [10].

FoMO is not a minor problem. Research suggests that FoMO, combined 
with the wide array of readily available communication technologies, may 
distract individuals from real extemporaneous social experiences in the 
physical world [11].

A study by Gupta and Sharma, investigated motivational, emotional, 
and behavioral correlates of fear of missing out and has shown that 
FoMO was negatively associated with both general mood and overall life 
satisfaction [12]. Another recent study concluded that there is a positive 
correlation between IA and FoMO. In other words, as the fear of missing 
the developments on social media increases, the risk of being an internet 
addict increases [13].
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It is worth noting that despite the growing number of studies on IA, 
there is not yet an agreement on the conceptualization of Internet-
related problematic behaviors. IA has not been officially recognized as an 
independent psychiatric disorder by the APA. Of note, only Internet Gaming 
Disorder (IGD), one of the sub-types of IA, has been included in DSM-5. 
However, it was observed that more studies are needed, both in the context 
of IGD and IA, to update the proposed criteria [14]. One of the main reasons 
for this is the finding that patients with IA frequently have “comorbidities” with 
other psychopathological conditions, which may explain IA. Nonetheless, 
as it has this tremendous negative impact on mental health, whether it is 
a manifestation or an extension of the behavior resulting from underlying 
psychopathology, it is crucially important that patients presenting with IA as 
the principal complaint be screened for psychopathological and psychiatric 
conditions and vice versa [14]. 

This exploratory research hypothesized that patient with anxiety 
disorders and obsessive-compulsive disorder, have higher levels of internet 
addiction and Fear of Missing Out than the healthy control group and that 
Internet addiction is positively correlated with Fear of Missing Out (FoMO) 
in both disorders. The objective of this research was to evaluate the levels 
of internet addiction and FoMO among patients with anxiety disorders and 
obsessive-compulsive disorder and to investigate the association between 
internet addiction and FoMO in both disorders.

Materials and Methods
Study design

This study is a case-control cross-sectional study. The sample included 
was a convenient one.

Sample size: The required sample size was forty for each group.  
Sample size calculation was done using (G*Power software version 
3.1.9.2). The effect size was estimated from a previous study to be 1.06, α= 
0.05, and power= 0.95. 

Study site: Participants were recruited from both the inpatient unit and 
outpatient clinic of Psychiatry and Addiction Prevention Hospital, Kasr Al-
Ainy Hospitals, Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University.

Informed consent: Written informed consent was taken from each 
participant after explaining to them the aim and the details of this study. 
It was emphasized to the participants that participation in this study is 
voluntary and that it does not imply a direct benefit or harm for the participant. 
They were also informed that they were free to leave this study at any time 
without giving any justification nor will the latter affect the medical service 
provided in case of patients. In addition, participants were informed that 
the results of this study could be used as a scientific publication, but their 
identity will be confidential. The proposal was approved by the Scientific 
and Ethical Committee of the Department of Psychiatry of Kasr Al-Ainy. 
Then the Ethical Committee of Cairo University approved this research in 
January 2022 (Registration number: MS-548-2021).

Study participants: Eighty subjects aged 20 to 45 fulfilling the inclusion 
and exclusion criteria were included in the study. They were divided into 2 
groups. 

First group: Forty patients with an anxiety disorder (General Anxiety 
Disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder, Panic Disorder, Specific Phobia) or 
obsessive-compulsive disorder) meeting the criteria in Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition.

Inclusion criteria: Both sexes, Age: 20-45 years currently meeting 
DSM-5 criteria for an anxiety disorder or obsessive-compulsive disorder.

Exclusion criteria: Refusing to sign the written consent, Illiterate, 
Having an intellectual disability, or having no internet access.

Second group (control group): Forty healthy individuals with no history 
of psychiatric disorders were matched with the patients’ groups for age, sex, 
education, and socio-demographic data. They were recruited from medical 
and paramedical employees in Kasr Al-Ainy Teaching hospitals. The two 

groups were matched for age, sex, education, and socio-demographic data.

Statistical analysis 
The data was treated on a compatible personal computer using the 

statistical package for Social Sciences (IBM SPSS-version 22) [15].

Procedure: The subjects were interviewed using Kasr Alaini semi-
structured psychiatric interview. and diagnoses were established according 
to the DSM-5 criteria [14].

For the anxiety disorders subgroup (HAM-A, IAT, FoMO).

For the OCD subgroup (YBOC-S, IAT, FoMO).

The Control group was assessed by GHQ-28 by Goldberg and Williams 
[16] in its Arabic version [17] to exclude any psychiatric morbidity. After 
excluding psychiatric morbidity in the control group, the following scales 
were applied (IAT, FoMO).

The Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A) by Hamilton [18]. The scale 
consists of 14 items designed to assess the severity of a patient's anxiety. 
A validated Arabic version was used [19]. The Yale-Brown Obsessive 
Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) by Goodman et al. is a test to rate the severity 
of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) symptoms [20]. For Group A and 
B (Patient and control groups) the following tools were applied. The Internet 
Addiction Test by Young et al. to assess symptoms of Internet addiction and 
compulsivity in a variety of test settings [21]. A validated Arabic version was 
used [22]. The FoMO scale was developed by Przybylski et al. to assess 
the levels of FoMO [10]. A validated Arabic version of FoMO was used [23]. 
The time required to finish the assessment for each patient ranged around 
1.5 hours and for each healthy control for around 1 hour.

Results
As shown in Table 1, in the anxiety disorders subgroup, 10% were males, 

and 90% were females. In the OCD subgroup, 35% were males and 65% 
were females. In the healthy control group, 37.5% were males, and 62.5% 
were females. There was no statistically significant difference between the 
three groups regarding gender (p=0.077). The age of the sample chosen 
was between 20-45 years. The mean age of the anxiety disorders subgroup 
was (25.6 ± 4.4), in the OCD subgroup (25.8 ± 3.9) and the healthy control 
(26.4 ± 2.7), There was no statistically significant difference between 
the patient’s group and the healthy control group regarding age as well 
(p=0.07). As for the marital status, as illustrated in Table 1, in the healthy 
control group, 82.5% (N=33) were single, and 17.5% (N=7) were married. 
In the anxiety subgroup, 75% (N=15) were single, 20% (N=4) were married 
and 5% (N=1) were divorced. In the OCD subgroup, 80% (N=16) were 
single and 20% (N=4) were married. There was no statistically significant 
difference between the three groups regarding marital status (p=0.531). 
All participants in the study were employed and educated. However, there 
was a statistically significant difference between the patient and the control 
group regarding employment (p=0.024) as well as education (p=0.017) as 
participants in the healthy control group were more employed and educated 
than the patients group.

Figure 1 shows that 50% of the patient’s group were diagnosed with 
OCD (N=20), 15% (N=5) were diagnosed with Generalized Anxiety Disorder 
(GAD) (N=6), 12.5% were diagnosed with social anxiety disorder (N=5), 
2.5% were diagnosed with specific phobias (N=1). In the anxiety disorders 
subgroup, 20% of the patients (N=8) had another comorbid anxiety disorder.

As shown in Table 2, in the anxiety disorders subgroup, anxiety severity 
was higher in males compared to females with statistically significant 
differences p=0.028 respectively. While IAT and the FoMO Mean scores 
were higher in females but without statistically significant difference 
p=0.105, p=0.58.

As shown in Table 3, in the OCD subgroup, the IAT mean scores were 
48.28 ± 16.38 in males and 55.5 ± 10.34 in females with no statistical 
difference (p=0.238). FoMO mean scores were 27.57 ± 11.9 in males and 
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Healthy Control Anxiety OCD P

Age (years), M ± SD 26.40 ± 2.71 25.60 ± 4.49 25.80 ± 3.98 0.668

Gender, N (%) Male 15 (37.5%) 2 (10%) 7 (35%) 0.077

Female 25 (62.5%) 18 (90%) 13 (65%)

Marital Status, N (%) Single 33 (82.5%) 15 (75%) 16 (80%) 0.531

Married 7 (17.5%) 4 (20%) 4 (20%)

Divorced 0 (0.0%) 1 (5%) 0 (0.0%)

Employment, N (%) Unemployed 0 (0.0%) 2 (10%) 5 (25%) 0.024

Housewife 0 (0.0%) 1 (5%) 1 (5%)

Skilled 0 (0.0%) 2 (10%) 1 (5%)

Professional 23 (57.5%) 8 (40%) 8 (40%)

Student 17 (42.5%) 7 (35%) 5 (25%)

Education, N (%) Secondary School 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (10%) 0.017

Table 1. Socio-demographic data of the studied sample.

Figure 1.  Diagnoses included in sample.

Sex N Mean Std. Deviation P

Age_1st_internet_use Male 2 14.0000 1.41421 0.183

Female 18 12.6667 1.28338

IAT Male 2 36.0000 11.31371 0.105

Female 18 57.0000 16.74023

FoMO Male 2 25.0000 4.24264 0.588

Female 18 28.3889 8.40965

HAM_A Male 2 36.5000 0.70711 0.028

Female 18 30.5000 10.45579

Note: p<0.05 is significant; OCD: Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder; IAT: Internet Addiction Test; FoMO: Fear of Missing Out.

Table 2. Gender difference in the anxiety disorders subgroup.
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25.3 ± 6.8 in females with no significant statistical difference (p=0.6).

In Table 4, the mean scores of the IAT were comparable among the 3 
groups studied with no statistically significant difference. The mean scores 
of the FoMO scale in the anxiety disorders subgroup were 28 ± 8.08, 
the difference between the mean scores of the 3 groups was statistically 
significant (p=0.017). Fear of missing out was more severe in the anxiety 
disorders patients’ subgroup.

As illustrated in Table 5, a significant positive correlation, (r=0.73) was 
found between the mean scores of the IAT and FoMO scale (p=0.0001). 
There was a statistically significant positive correlation between age and 
1st internet use (r=0.795, p=0.0001). HAM-A mean scores were positively 

correlated with IAT, and FoMO mean scores, however, the results were not 
statistically significant (p=0.997, p=0.574) respectively.

As illustrated in Figure 2, a significant positive correlation, (r=0.73) was 
found between the mean scores of IAT and FoMO scale (p=0.0001).

As illustrated in Table 6, a significant positive correlation, was found 
between the mean scores of the IAT and FoMO scale (r=0.47, p=0.0037). 
There was a statistically significant positive correlation between age and 1st 
internet use (r=0.76, p=0.0001). 

As illustrated in Figure 3, a significant positive correlation was found 
between the mean scores of IAT and FoMO scale (r=0.47, p=0.0037).

Sex N Mean Std. Deviation P

Age_1st_internet_use Male 7 13.0000 1.52753 0.302
Female 13 12.3077 1.31559

IAT Male 7 48.2857 16.38815 0.238
Female 13 55.5385 10.34904

FOMO Male 7 27.5714 11.98412 0.606
Female 13 25.3846 6.82567

YBOCS Female 13 12.3846 4.94197 0.073
Male 7 16.7143 5.76525

Note: p<0.05 is significant; OCD: Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder; IAT: Internet Addiction Test; FoMO: Fear of Missing Out.

Table 3. Gender differences in the OCD subgroup.

N Mean Std. Deviation

IAT Controls 40 55.2 7.683
Anxiety disorders 20 54.9 17.298
OCD 20 53 12.847
Total 80 54.575 11.902

FoMO Controls 40 22.675 5.417
Anxiety disorders 20 28.05 8.081
OCD 20 26.15 8.713
Total 80 24.887 7.339

Note: p<0.05 is significant; OCD: Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder; IAT: Internet Addiction Test; FoMO: Fear of Missing Out.

Table 4. Comparative data of IAT, FoMO of the studied sample.

Age 1st internet use IAT FoMO HAM_A

40 R --- 0.795 -0.31 -0.099 0.239

40 P 0 0.184 0.677 0.311

40 R 0.795 ---- -0.365 -0.103 -0.015

40 P 0.0001 0.113 0.665 0.949

40 R -0.31 -0.365 ---- 0.734 0.001

40 P 0.184 0.113 0 0.997

40 R -0.099 -0.103 0.734 ---- 0.134

40 P 0.677 0.665 0.0001 0.575

40 R 0.239 -0.015 0.001 0.134 ----

40 P 0.311 0.949 0.997 0.575

Note: p<0.05 is significant; OCD: Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder; IAT: Internet Addiction Test; FoMO: Fear of Missing Out, HAMA: Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; 
A Pearson correlation coefficient was computed to assess the relationship between different variables.

Table 5. Correlative data in the anxiety disorders subgroup.
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Figure 2.  Correlation between IAT and FoMO mean scores in the anxiety subgroup.
Note: (       ) IAT, (       ) FoMO)

Age 1st internet use IAT FoMO YBOCS

Age R ---- 0.762 -0.289 -0.177 -0.242

P 0 0.217 0.455 0.303

Age of 1st internet 
use

R 0.762 ----- -0.34 -0.237 -0.189

P 0.0001 0.143 0.314 0.426

IAT R -0.289 -0.34 ----- 0.47 0.32

P 0.217 0.143 0.037 0.169

FoMO R -0.177 -0.237 0.47 ----- 0.104

P 0.455 0.314 0.037 0.662

YBOCS R -0.242 -0.189 0.32 0.104 -----

P 0.303 0.426 0.169 0.662

Note: p<0.05 is significant; OCD: Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder; IAT: Internet Addiction Test; FoMO: Fear of Missing Out, HAMA: Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; 
A Pearson correlation coefficient was computed to assess the relationship between different variables.

Table 6. Correlative data in the OCD subgroup.

Figure 3.  Correlation between IAT and FoMO mean scores in OCD subgroup.
Note: (       ) IAT, (       ) FoMO)
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Discussion
The current study aimed at assessing the levels of Internet Addiction (IA) 

and Fear of Missing Out (FoMO) amongst patients with anxiety disorders 
and obsessive-compulsive disorder and to investigate the association 
between IA and FoMO in both disorders. 

Discussion of descriptive data of the study sample
The age of the sample chosen was between 20-45 years. The mean 

age of the anxiety disorders subgroup was (25.6 ± 4.4), in the OCD 
subgroup (25.8 ± 3.9) and the healthy control (26.4 ± 2.7), and there was no 
statistically significant difference between the mean ages of the 2 groups, 
in related studies on internet addiction the age ranged from 16 years to a 
mean age of 30.5 years [24,25]. As for gender, in the healthy control group 
37.5% (N=15) were males and 62.5% (N=25) were females, in the anxiety 
disorders subgroup 10% (N=2) were males, 90% (N=18) were females and 
finally, in the OCD subgroup 30% (N=7) were males and 65% (N=13) were 
females. Both groups were matched regarding gender (ρ=0.07), so neither 
age nor gender differences acted as a confounding factor in our study. 

In the study at hand, all participants were educated yet all participants 
were not employed. There was a significant statistical difference in 
the number of formal years of education between the 2 groups and the 
employment (p=0.017), (p=0.024) respectively. There was a higher 
percentage of unemployment in the patient group 35% than in the healthy 
control group where none of them was unemployed. In the anxiety disorders 
subgroup, 40% (N=8) had a professional job, 35% (N=7) were students, 
10% (N=2) were unemployed, 10% (N=2) had a skilled job and one female 
was a housewife In the Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) subgroup, 
40% (N=8) had a professional job, 25% (N=5) were students, 25% (N=5) 
were unemployed, one female was a housewife 5%, 5%, and one patient 
had a skilled job. 

The higher percentage of unemployment among the OCD subgroup 
reflects the relatively high level of functional impairment associated with 
OCD. The results are consistent with a study conducted Rodriguez-Salgado 
and colleagues which showed that OCD patients have higher unemployment 
rates, lower average income, and worse academic achievements as many 
patients are troubled by their symptoms which can affect their productivity 
[26]. 

Discussion of comparative data between anxiety 
disorders and OCD patients (regarding healthy controls)

So, by comparing both genders, IAT mean scores were higher in females 
(Males: 36 ± 11.31, Females: 57 ± 16.74) yet the results were statistically 
insignificant (p=0.105). However, the literature suggests that males were 
more likely to have IA compared to females [27,28]. The results in this 
study could be explained by the fact that IA was measured in this study 
without specifying which type of IA (e.g., gaming or social media addiction). 
Women were found to have more social media addiction than men who 
showed more addiction to gaming [29,30]. Another meta-analytic study by 
Su et al. in 2020 studied gaming addiction and social media addiction [31]. 
The meta-analysis comprised 53 effect sizes with 82,440 individuals from 
21 countries for Internet gaming disorder, and 41 effect sizes with 58,336 
individuals from 22 countries/regions for social media addiction. A random-
effects model confirmed important gender-specific differences as men were 
more likely to exhibit internet gaming disorder than women and less likely to 
exhibit social media addiction than women.

The level of IA was comparable between the groups examined. In the 
anxiety subgroup, the mean score was (54.9 ± 17.2) the mean score in the 
OCD subgroup (53 ± 12.8) and in the healthy control (55.2 ± 7.6) however, 
these results were found to be statistically insignificant (p=0.793). Similar to 
a previous study by de Vries et al. which aimed at studying the prevalence 
of IA and psychiatric co-morbidity among adult psychiatric patients showed 
that the prevalence of IA was higher in adult psychiatric patients (25%) 
than that of the general population (6%) [32]. In addition, IA in psychiatric 
patients was associated with higher scores on questionnaires investigating 
anxiety and OCD. Still, their results comparing anxiety disorders and OCD 

regarding the severity of IA were indistinguishable which is in line with our 
study. 

It is rather acceptable to deduce that the more severe the psychiatric 
illness of the studied population, the higher the prevalence of internet 
addiction. Yet due to its cross-sectional nature, our study was unable to 
identify any causal relationship between Internet addiction and psychiatric 
disorders. Further study to reveal the causal relationship between 
psychiatric symptoms and IA is needed which will show the difference in IA 
between patients and healthy individuals.

In contrast, Lee et al. research revealed that the internet was used 
by anxious patients as a tool for interaction to avoid fears of negative 
evaluation, especially in social anxiety disorder, and as a means to reduce 
the level of discomfort by virtually interacting with others [33]. 

Fear of Missing Out refers to the anxiety a person experiences when 
they feel that they are missing out on information, events, experiences, or 
life decisions that could make one's life better. 

FoMO test mean scores were higher in females (25 ± 4.24) than males 
(28.3 ± 8.4), but the results were also statistically insignificant (p=0.588). 
Previous studies have demonstrated that FoMO was higher in females 
[34,35].

 On the other hand, a study by Rozgonjuk et al. in 2021 assessed 
gender differences regarding experiencing FoMO, by using the FoMO scale, 
and they found no gender differences regarding experiencing FoMO [36].

Levels of FoMO in the anxiety disorders subgroup were highest (28 ± 
8.08), followed by the OCD subgroup scores (26.15 ± 8.71), and lowest 
in the healthy control group (22.67 ± 5.42) with a statistical difference of 
(p=0.02). People with social anxiety worry about missing out on rewarding 
experiences and are more likely to excessively use their smartphones 
to alleviate their FoMO. Related work recently demonstrated that FoMO 
severity was positively correlated with the severity of social anxiety [37,38].

Discussion of the correlative data between the anxiety 
disorders and OCD subgroups 

There was a statistically significant positive correlation between 
younger age and age of 1st internet use in the anxiety and OCD subgroups 
(p=0.0001). This means that patients with anxiety disorders use the internet 
at an earlier age. There is no robust evidence in the literature on whether 
patients with anxiety disorders use the internet at a younger age than 
healthy individuals. However, these results are consistent with reports 
indicating older children and young adults were introduced to the internet at 
a younger age, thus came the term (Digital natives) [39].

Correlation between mean scores of IA and FoMO in both 
subgroups

As for the association between IA and FoMO, there was a significant 
statistically positive correlation between both. In the OCD subgroup, there 
was a statistically significant positive correlation between IA and FoMO 
(p=0.037). The statistical significance was higher in the anxiety disorder 
subgroup with a statistical significance (p=0.0001). These findings are 
consistent with prior research on the FoMO-IA relationship [40, 41] as 
social media indeed plays a fundamental role in the fear of missing out. 
Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the higher the severity of 
psychiatric illness of the studied population, the higher the prevalence of 
IA. Yet most likely due to its cross-sectional nature, this study was unable 
to identify any causal relationships between IA and psychiatric disorders. 
Our findings nonetheless may encourage future longitudinal studies aimed 
at identifying the potential causal relationship between different psychiatric 
symptoms and IA.

Conclusion
Unexpectedly this research revealed that internet addiction was 

comparable across patients and healthy individuals. However, the severity 
of FoMO was shown to be high, particularly in anxiety disorders. Additionally, 
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another outcome was that IA and FoMO were positively correlated in both 
anxiety disorders and OCD.

Strengths
To the knowledge of the researchers, this study was the first to investigate 

the levels of IA and FoMO amongst patients with anxiety disorders and 
obsessive-compulsive disorder and to investigate the association between 
IA and FoMO in both disorders. This research investigated IA and FoMO 
in an older population than most similar studies in which adolescents were 
tested. This study found a positive link between the age of first internet 
use and anxiety disorders a patient which is a disturbing finding that merits 
further studying and exploration on larger samples.

Limitations
Nevertheless, there were some limitations in our research first, the 

relatively small sample size, the small sample size does not allow precise 
estimates, and larger confirmatory studies are needed. Moreover, the 
sample of the present study was a convenience sample of adults with 
anxiety disorders and OCD. Future studies with random sampling methods 
on other wider age ranges and cultural contexts are needed. Secondly, all 
patients were sampled from Kasr Al-Ainy hospital, which is a governmental 
hospital so, there was some difficulty in finding patients who have internet 
access because of the awfully low socioeconomic level. Despite these 
limitations, this study provides new insight into the IA and FoMO among 
patients with anxiety disorders and OCD which merits further studying.
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